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What is a heat pump?
• A device whose 
purpose is to put heat 
into a high-temperature 
reservoir 
• Transfers heat from 
low-temperature source 
to a high temperature 
source
Why use a heat pump?
• Energy conservation
• Environmental factors
• Potential Cost Savings
• Operates day and night
Henderson, Hewitt & Mongey Int. 
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Types of Heat Pump Water Heaters
• Air Source
• Ground Source
• Solar Assisted 
Experimental Description
• 270 Litre Tank
• R22 Condenser coil 
wrapped around tank
• Data acquired using 
Datataker and custom 
software
• 9 thermocouples
Data Analysis
• Modified first law analysis of experimental data 
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Numerical Thermal Resistance 
Model
• Fin region - tube, 
soldered bond and the 
extended surface 
• Flat region – tube, 
soldered bond and the 
wall in direct contact 
with bond
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Model
• Axi-symmetric condenser coil 
• Constant heat flux source as the heating elements 
• QUICK discretisation scheme and Boussinesq
approximation 
• Two-layer k-ε model as used by Rosengarten (2000) 
• Coil pitch 53mm (experimental), 30mm and 40mm
Experimental Results
Condenser heat transfer Heat pump overall heat transfer coefficient
Numerical Results
0.003396Rtotal
(1/(1/Rtube+1/Rtubeflat)+Rbond+1/(1/Rwall-fin+1/Rwall-flat))
0.01986Rwater
0.0001583Rwall-flat (=(twall/kwall)/(Lcoil*Dflat))
0.002682Rwall-fin
(=1/((4*twall*kwall*hwater*lcoil
2)0.5*tanh(mwall*(S-Dflat)/2))/2)
0.0005983Rtube
(=1/((4*ttube*ktube*htube*lcoil
2)0.5*tanh(mtube*(pi*dtube-
Dflat)/2))/2)
0.0008229Rglass (=(tglass/kglass)/(Lcoil*Dflat))
0.001004Rtube-flat (=Rrefrigerant + Rtube)
0.02084Rwall-flat (=Rwater + Rwall-flat + Rglass-flat)
0.0006452Rbond (=0.02/Lcoil)
Thermal 
Resistance
(m K/W)
Thermal Resistance Element
CFD Results Validation
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CFD Coil Pitch Effects
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Conclusions and Recommendations
• Heat transfer coefficient of the wrap around condenser did not 
vary significantly
• Natural convection, presented a significant thermal resistance
• Performance could be increased by decreasing thermal 
resistance by natural convection
• Condenser coil could be concentrated in lower portion of tank
